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We will offer all on line PADI training programs and KDI training programs through our company. We offer private 

scuba instruction at all levels: specialty,recreation and professional level. 

We teaching: English, Spanish, German, Hungarian. 
 
Diver - Level Courses: 
 

PADI Discover Scuba Diving Experience        2. page 

PADI Open Water Diver Course:        2. page 

PADI Advanced Open Water Diver Course:       3. page 

PADI Rescue Diver Course:         4. page 

PADI Master Scuba Diver Rating:        5. page 

 

PADI Specialties Courses – Adventure: 
 

Project AWARE - Coral Reef Conservation PADI Certification Course:    6. page 

Boat Diver:          6. page 

Deep Diver:          7. page 

Digital Underwater Photographer:        8. page 

Diver Propulsion Vehicle:         9. page 

Drift Diver:          9. page 

Enriched Air Diver (Nitrox):         10. page 

Emergency Oxygen Provider:        11. page 

Night Diver:          11. page 

Peak Performance Buoyancy Diver:        12. page 

Project AWARE Specialist Diver:        13. page 

Search & Recovery Diver:         14. page 

Underwater Naturalist Diver:         14. page 

Underwater Navigator Diver:         15. page 

Underwater Videographer Diver:        16. page 

Wreck Diver:          17. page 

 

PADI Professional Course: 
 

Divemaster (DM):          18. page 

Instuctor Develoment Courses (IDC):        19. page 

PADI Specialty Instructor Courses:        21. page 

PADI Master Scuba Diver Trainer:        21. page 

PADI Master Scuba Instructor:        22. page 

 

Emergency First Response Couurses – PADI EFR: 
 

Primart Care (CPR):         22. page 

Care for Children:          22. page 

CPR & AED:          23.page 

EFR Refresher:          23. page 

 

GoPro Training Courses:         23. page 

 

KDI Rescue Swimmer Class:         23. page 

 

Law Enforcement Specialty Training: 
 

 Underwater Cartographer Diver:        24. page 

 Search & Recovery (Evidence) Diver:        24. page 

 Recue Diver:          24. page 

 Rescue Swimmer:           24. page 
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Diver-Level Courses: 
 
 
PADI Discover Scuba Diving Experience: 
 
Have you always wondered what it’s like to breathe underwater? If you want to try scuba diving, but aren’t quite ready 

to take the plunge into a certification course, Discover Scuba Diving is for you. PADI dive shops offer this program 

either in a pool, off a beach or from a dive boat. You can try scuba close to home or while you’re on vacation at a dive 

destination. While not a scuba certification course, Discover Scuba Diving is a quick and easy introduction to what it 

takes to explore the underwater world. 

 

To sign up for a PADI Discover Scuba Diving experience, you must be at least 10 years old. No prior experience with 

scuba diving is necessary, but you need to be in reasonable physical health. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

You learn the basic safety guidelines and skills needed to dive under the direct supervision of a PADI Professional. If 

you make an open water dive, you’ll practice a few more skills in shallow water to prepare for your adventure. Get ready 

to: 

 

    Go over the scuba equipment you use to dive and how easy it is to move around underwater with your gear. 

    Find out what it’s like to breathe underwater. 

    Learn key skills that you’ll use during every scuba dive. 

    Have fun swimming around and exploring. 

    Hear about becoming a certified diver through the PADI Open Water Diver course. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Contact the office or Resort to sign up for a Discover Scuba Diving program and get a Discover Scuba Diving Participant 

Guide. Your Participant Guide explains the experience and lets you pre-study the safety rules and skill techniques your 

dive professional will review with you. You’ll also learn about opportunities to become part of the scuba community 

after you complete your underwater experience. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

Your PADI Pro will likely provide all the basic scuba gear you’ll use including a mask, snorkel, fins, regulator, buoyancy 

control device, dive gauges and a tank. 

 

Visit your local PADI Dive Center or Resort to learn more about the gear you will need to start your adventures in 

Discover Scuba Diving. 

 
PADI Open Water Diver Course: 
 

Who should take this course? 
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If you’ve always wanted to take scuba diving lessons, experience unparalleled adventure and see the world beneath the 

waves, this is where it starts. Get your scuba diving certification with the PADI Open Water Diver course – the world’s 

most popular and widely recognized scuba course. Millions of people have learned to scuba dive and gone on to discover 

the wonders of the aquatic world through this course. 

 

To enroll in a PADI Open Water Diver course (or Junior Open Water Diver course), you must be 10 years old or older. 

You need adequate swimming skills and need to be in good physical health. No prior experience with scuba diving is 

required. 

What will you learn? 

 

The PADI Open Water Diver course consists of three main phases: 

 

    Knowledge Development ( online, independent study or in a classroom) to understand basic principles of scuba diving 

    Confined Water Dives to learn basic scuba skills 

    Open Water Dives to use your skills and explore! 

 

You may be able to  get college credit for the Open Water Diver course. 

 

Short on time? The  PADI Scuba Diver course might be right for you. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

You can also start learning with PADI’s home-study materials – Open Water Diver TouchTM (a tablet app) or the Open 

Water Diver Manual and Open Water Diver Video (a book and DVD package). Stop by your local PADI dive shop to 

enroll in the course, get your materials and start reading the book and watching the video. Your PADI Instructor will 

schedule time with you to check your progress and make sure you understand important scuba diving information. 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

In the PADI Open Water Diver course, you learn to use basic scuba gear, including a mask, snorkel, fins, regulator, 

buoyancy control device and a tank. The equipment you wear varies, depending upon whether you’re diving in tropical, 

temperate or cold water. 

 

Check with your local dive center about the gear you’ll use during this course and get advice about everything you need 

from your PADI Instructor. 

 
PADI Advanced Open Water Diver Course: 
 
Exploration, Excitement, Experiences 

 

That’s what the PADI Advanced Open Water Diver course is all about. You don’t have to be “advanced” to take it – 

it’s designed to advance your diving, so you can start right after earning your PADI Open Water Diver certification. The 

course helps build confidence and expand your scuba skills through different Adventure Dives. You try out different 

specialties while gaining experience under the supervision of your PADI Instructor. You log dives and develop 

capabilities as you find new ways to have fun scuba diving. 

 

Get credit! Each Adventure Dive may credit toward the first dive of the corresponding PADI Specialty Diver Course. 

If you’ve already taken a specialty diver course, ask your instructor if you’ve earned credit for an Adventure Dive. 

 

Who should take this course? 
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PADI (Junior) Open Water Divers who are at least 12 years old are ready to step up and enroll in an Advanced Open 

Water Diver course. Young divers may only participate in certain Adventures Dives – check with your PADI Instructor. 

 

If you’re already an Adventure Diver, you only need to complete two more Adventure Dives to earn the Advanced Open 

Water Diver certification. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

You’ll plan your learning path with your instructor by choosing from a long list of Adventure Dives. There are two 

required dives – Deep and Underwater Navigation – and you choose the other three, for a total of five dives.  

During the Deep Adventure Dive, you learn how to plan dives to deal with the physiological effects and challenges of 

deeper scuba diving. The Underwater Navigation Adventure Dive refines your compass navigation skills and helps you 

better navigate using kick-cycles, visual landmarks and time. 

 

The other knowledge and skills you get vary with your interest and the adventures you have – photography, buoyancy 

control, fish identification, exploring wrecks and many more. 

 

You may be able to get college credit for the Advanced Open Water Diver course. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

The web-based system lets you learn about seven of the most popular Adventures Dives – including the required Deep 

and Underwater Navigation Adventure Dives, plus Boat, Night, Peak Performance Buoyancy, Underwater Naturalist 

and Wreck Adventure Dives. You study at your own pace through an easy to use, interactive program. You also have 

access to an online version of the Adventures in Diving manual and can complete sections for other Adventure Dives 

as directed by your PADI Instructor. 

 

You can also choose to read the Adventures in Diving manual and watch the Adventures in Diving video (a book and 

DVD package). Stop by your local PADI Dive Center and Resort to enroll in the course, get your materials and start 

learning. Your PADI Instructor will meet with you to schedule knowledge review sessions along with your Adventure 

Dives. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

Beyond using basic scuba equipment, you’ll need a compass and dive knife or dive tool. You’ll also use specialized 

gear depending on the Adventure Dives you choose. For example, you’d obviously use a dry suit for the Dry Suit 

Adventure Dive or a sidemount configuration during the Sidemount Adventure Dive. Your PADI Instructor will explain 

the equipment that you need and may suggest additional gear, such as dive light for night diving or lift bag for search 

and recovery diving. 

 
PADI - Rescue Diver Course: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Scuba divers describe the PADI Rescue Diver course as the most challenging, yet most rewarding course they’ve ever 

taken. Why? Because you learn to prevent and manage problems in the water, and become more confident in your skills 

as a diver, knowing that you can help others if needed. During the course, you learn to become a better buddy by 
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practicing problem solving skills until they become second nature. Plus, the course is just fun – it’s serious, but still 

allows for lots of laughter in between the focused learning. 

 

PADI (Junior) Advanced Open Water Divers who are at least 12 years old and have completed the Underwater 

Navigation Adventure Dive may enroll in a Rescue Diver course. You also need to have Emergency First Response 

Primary and Secondary Care (CPR and First Aid) training within the past 24 months. You can complete this training 

during the Rescue Diver course. Your instructor may also offer the PADI Emergency Oxygen Provider specialty diver 

course at the same time. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

The PADI Rescue Diver course prepares you to deal with dive emergencies, minor and major, using a variety of 

techniques. Through knowledge development and rescue exercises, you learn what to look for and how to respond. 

During rescue scenarios, you put into practice your knowledge and skills. Topics include: 

 

    Self rescue 

    Recognizing and managing stress in other divers 

    Emergency management and equipment 

    Rescuing panicked divers 

    Rescuing unresponsive divers 

 

You may be able to get college credit for the Rescue Diver course – ask your instructor. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

If you prefer, you can choose to study with the Rescue Diver Manual and watch the Rescue Diver Video (a book and 

DVD package). Go to your local PADI Dive Center and Resort to enroll in the course, get your materials and start 

learning. Your PADI Instructor will meet with you to schedule knowledge review sessions along with your rescue 

exercises and scenarios. 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

You’ll use your basic scuba equipment and will need a pocket mask to practice in-water resuscitation. During exercises, 

you’ll work with an oxygen unit, floats, marker buoys and perhaps CPR mannequins. Your PADI Instructor will explain 

the equipment that you need and may suggest additional gear, such as your own first aid kit, which will be useful 

throughout your diving career. 

 

PADI Master Scuba Diver Rating: 
 
Who should consider this rating? 

 

Join the best of the best in recreational scuba diving and live the dive life as a PADI Master Scuba Diver. The Master 

Scuba Diver rating places you in an elite group of respected divers who have earned this rating through both significant 

experience and scuba training. Fewer than two percent of divers ever achieve this rating. When you flash your Master 

Scuba Diver card, people know that you’ve spent time underwater in a variety of environments and had your share of 

dive adventures. 

 

Every diver, who is at least 12 years old, should aim for Master Scuba Diver. 
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The path starts with earning a PADI Open Water Diver certification, followed by PADI Advanced Open Water Diver 

and PADI Rescue Diver (or qualifying certifications). You also need to earn five PADI Specialty Diver certifications 

and have logged a minimum of 50 dives. 

 

Check with your PADI Dive Center or Resort about starting your journey toward becoming a PADI Master Scuba Diver 

and continuing your diving adventures. 

 

 

PADI Specialties  Courses – Adventure: 
 

 
Project AWARE - Coral Reef Conservation PADI Certification Course: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Everyone likes to scuba dive or snorkel in warm, clear water on a vibrant coral reef, yet many people know little about 

what they’re seeing or the importance of reef ecosystems. The AWARE - Coral Reef Conservation Specialty course 

helps you appreciate the complexity of these habitats and teaches you how you can help conserve these vital systems. 

 

Anyone who has an interest in the aquatic world can take this course. There are no prerequisites or age restrictions and 

no water sessions are required to earn this non-diving certification. 

What will you learn? 

 

Through classroom discussions, you learn: 

 

    How coral reefs function and the complex nature of life on a reef. 

    Why coral reefs are so important. 

    Why many coral reefs are in serious trouble. 

    What you can do to prevent further decline. 

    How Project AWARE unites divers and water enthusiasts to make a difference. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

The AWARE – Coral Reef Conservation course references information in the digital manual – AWARE - Our World, 

Our Water – downloadable for free on projectaware.org.  Although this manual is not required for the course, you can 

read the chapter on coral reefs in preparation for meeting with your instructor. 

 

Boat Diver: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Much of the world’s best scuba diving is accessible only by boat. Whether you’ve never made a boat dive or you’ve 

logged dozens, the PADI Boat Diver Specialty course will benefit you because boats in various parts of the world do 

things differently. Scuba diving from a boat is fun and relatively easy because you usually descend directly onto your 

dive site. 

 

If you’re a PADI (Junior) Open Water Diver who is at least 10 years old, you can enroll in the Boat Diver course. 
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What will you learn? 

 

The PADI Boat Diver course will expand your knowledge about boats from small inflatables to large liveaboards. You’ll 

gain experience scuba diving by completing two dives from a boat in your local area and learn: 

 

    Boat terminology. 

    Boat diving procedures and etiquette, including how to enter and exit, and where to stow your gear. 

    Boating safety, including how to locate safety equipment. 

 

Get credit! The first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced 

Open Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

You can start by reading the PADI Boat Diver Manual and watching the Boat Diving video in preparation for meeting 

with your instructor to schedule the boat dives. Stop by your local PADI Dive Center and Resort to enroll in the course 

and get your Boat Diver Crew-Pak and start learning. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

Beyond using basic scuba equipment, you’ll want to have a surface signaling device, such as an inflatable signal tube. 

Having a complete spare parts kit is also a good idea. Your PADI Instructor and local dive center staff may suggest 

additional equipment depending on what type of boat and where your boat diving adventures take you. 

 

Deep Diver: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

The lure of the deep. There’s something exciting and mysterious about exploring deeper dive sites while scuba diving. 

Sometimes it’s a wreck that attracts you below 18 metres/60 feet, and on wall dives it may be a giant fan or sponge. 

Whatever it is, to scuba dive with confidence at depths down to 40 metres/130 feet, you should take the PADI Deep 

Diver Specialty course. 

 

If you’ve earned the PADI Adventure Diver rating or higher, and you’re at least 15 years old, you can enroll in the Deep 

Diver course. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

Your training starts by reviewing reasons for deep diving and how important it is to know your personal limits. During 

four deep dives with your instructor, you’ll go over: 

 

    Specialized deep diving equipment. 

    Deep dive planning, buddy contact procedures and buoyancy control. 

    Managing your gas supply, dealing with gas narcosis and safety considerations. 

 

You may be able to get college credit for the Deep Diver course – ask your instructor. 

 

Also, the first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced Open 

Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 
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How can you start learning now? 

 

Get a PADI Deep Diver Crew-Pak that includes yourmanual and video by visiting your local PADI Dive Center and 

Resort to enroll in the course. Read the manual and watch the video before meeting with your PADI Instructor to plan 

your deep diving adventures. 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

You’ll need a dive computer along with the rest of your basic scuba equipment. A dive light and slate are also 

recommended. Your PADI Instructor or local dive center staff may suggest other gear appropriate for local deep diving. 

 

Digital Underwater Photographer: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Underwater photography is one of the most popular diving specialties, and with so many underwater cameras to choose 

from, it has become easier and more fun than ever to capture images of your underwater scuba adventures. The PADI 

Digital Underwater Photographer course gets you going quickly, whether you use a point-and-shoot camera or a 

sophisticated dSLR like the pros. 

 

PADI (Junior) Open Water Divers who are at least 10 years old are eligible to take the Digital Underwater Photographer 

course. 

 

Because underwater photography is also popular with snorkelers, there is an option for avid snorkelers and skin divers 

to complete the course. Check with your PADI Dive Center or Resort if this interests you. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

Through hands-on training during two scuba dives and guidance from your PADI Professional, you’ll discover: 

 

    How to choose the right underwater camera system for you. 

    The PADI SEA (Shoot, Examine, Adjust) method for getting great shots quickly. 

    Principles for good composition of underwater images. 

    Practical techniques to take great photos with your digital camera. 

 

Get credit! The second dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced 

Open Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

You can also choose to read the paper version of the Digital Underwater Photographer Manual. Stop by your local PADI 

Dive Center and Resort to enroll in the course, get your materials and start learning. Your PADI Professional will meet 

with you to schedule knowledge review sessions along with your dives. 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

Beyond using basic scuba equipment, you’ll need a digital underwater camera and a computer or other device for 

downloading and viewing your images. Your PADI Pro may suggest additional equipment and accessories depending 

on your camera system. Visit your local dive center to get advice about everything you need for your underwater 

photography adventures. 
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Diver Propulsion Vehicle: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

DPVs offer a thrilling way for scuba divers to see a lot of underwater territory in a short amount of time. They scoot 

you through the water allowing you to glide over reefs, buzz around a large wreck or weave through a kelp forest. 

Whether making a shore or boat dive, a DPV is a great way to see more and have fun doing it. 

 

If you’re at least 12 years old and a PADI (Junior) Open Water Diver or higher, you can enroll in the PADI Diver 

Propulsion Vehicle course. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

The PADI Diver Propulsion Vehicle course guides you in choosing the right DPV for you. You’ll make two dives and 

learn about: 

 

    Maintaining your DPV. 

    How to plan dives, including procedures for staying with your buddy. 

    DPV-handling skills, such as making proper descents and ascents. 

    Potential problems and ways to deal with them. 

 

Get credit! The first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced 

Open Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Stop by your local PADI Dive Center and Resort to enroll in the course, pick up your Diver Propulsion Vehicle Manual 

and Diver Propulsion Vehicle video and start learning. By studying independently, you’re better prepared to get in the 

water with your instructor and start “scootering.” 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

Of course, you’ll need a DPV along with your basic scuba equipment. If you have your own DPV, your instructor will 

have you complete all your training using it. Ask your PADI Instructor or local dive center staff which DPVs are 

available, and what other additional equipment you may need for your scuba diving exploration with a DPV. 

 

Drift Diver: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

The PADI Drift Diver Specialty course teaches you how to enjoy going with the flow as you scuba dive down rivers 

and use ocean currents to glide along. It feels like flying – except that you’re underwater using scuba equipment. Drift 

diving can be relaxing and exhilarating at the same time. If this sound like fun, then the Drift Diver course is for you. 

 

If you’re a PADI (Junior) Open Water Diver who is at least 12 years old, you can enroll in the Drift Diver specialty 

course. 

 

What will you learn? 
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Along with drift diving techniques and procedures, you’ll: 

 

    Receive an introduction to drift diving equipment – floats, lines and reels. 

    Get an overview of aquatic currents – causes and effects. 

    Practice with buoyancy control, navigation and communication during two drift dives. 

    Learn techniques for staying close to a buddy or together as a group as you float with the current. 

 

Get credit! The first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced 

Open Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Pick up a PADI Drift Diver Manual and the Drift Diving video to start learning immediately. Stop by your local PADI 

Dive Center and Resort to enroll in the course and pick up your independent study materials. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

Along with your basic scuba equipment, you’ll learn to use various surface marker buoys and floats with lines and reels. 

Ask your PADI Instructor or local dive center staff about other equipment you may need to get the most of your drift 

dives. 

 

Enriched Air Diver (Nitrox): 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

The PADI Enriched Air Diver course is PADI’s most popular specialty scuba course. Why? Because scuba diving with 

enriched air nitrox gives you more no decompression time, especially on repetitive scuba dives. If staying down longer 

and getting back in the water sooner sounds appealing, then don’t hesitate to become an enriched air diver. 

 

If you’re a PADI (Junior) Open Water Diver who is at least 12 years old, you can enroll in the Enriched Air Diver 

Specialty course. Note that in some regions the minimum age is older than 12. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

You’ll learn why diving with air that has higher oxygen and lower nitrogen content gives you more bottom time, along 

with enriched air equipment considerations. During a practical session, and two optional (or required) scuba dives, 

you’ll: 

 

    Discuss managing oxygen exposure. 

    Practice analyzing oxygen content in your scuba tank. 

    Set your dive computer for diving with enriched air nitrox. 

 

You may be able to get college credit for the PADI Enriched Air Diver course – ask your instructor to learn more. 

 

How can you start learning now? 
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Sign up for Enriched Air Diver Online – PADI’s eLearning option – to get started immediately. The web-based system 

covers all the enriched air diver course content and allows you to study at your own pace through an easy-to-use, 

interactive program. You also have access to an online version of the Enriched Air Diver Manual. 

You can also choose to read the Enriched Air Diver Manual and watch the Enriched Air Diving video. Stop by your 

local PADI Dive Center and Resort to enroll in the course, get your materials and start learning. 

 

What gear will you use? 

 

Most modern scuba equipment and dive computers can be used with enriched air, but your PADI Instructor will let you 

know if your gear meets manufacturer recommendations and local requirements. However, scuba tanks must meet 

oxygen service standards and be dedicated for use with enriched air. You’ll practice using oxygen analyzers and special 

cylinder decals. Your PADI Dive Center or Resort staff will explain other equipment you may need to enjoy enriched 

air diving. 

 

Emergency Oxygen Provider: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Knowing how and when to use emergency oxygen is a great skill to have and means you’re ready to help others should 

the need arise. Becoming a PADI Emergency Oxygen Provider lets you breathe easy knowing that you can recognize 

scuba diving illnesses treatable with emergency oxygen, and are prepared to offer aid. 

 

There are no prerequisites, age restrictions or water sessions required for this course – it’s open to everyone. Scuba 

divers, snorkelers and anyone who is around divers – boat crew, lifeguards, etc. – will benefit from having this training. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

You’ll learn about dive injuries, different types of emergency oxygen equipment and safety considerations when using 

oxygen. Then you’ll practice: 

 

    Assembling and disassembling emergency oxygen equipment. 

    Deploying a non-rebreather mask and a demand inhalator valve on a breathing diver. 

    Using a pocket mask on a nonbreathing diver. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Visit your local PADI Dive Center and Resort to enroll in the course and get your PADI Emergency Oxygen Provider 

Manual. Read the manual before class as directed by your instructor in preparation for skill practice. 

What gear will you use? 

 

Your PADI Instructor will have emergency oxygen units available to use for training and your local dive center can help 

you purchase your own unit for use after the class. You’ll also need to have a disposable non-rebreather mask to use 

during practice sessions, which your instructor can help provide. 

 

Night Diver: 
 
Who should take this course? 
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The thought of dipping below the surface at night seems mysterious, yet so alluring. Although you’ve been scuba diving 

at a site many times before, at night you drop into a whole new world and watch it come to life under the glow of your 

dive light. The scene changes as day creatures retire and nocturnal organisms emerge. If you’ve wondered what happens 

underwater after the sun goes down, sign up for the PADI Night Diver Specialty course. 

 

PADI (Junior) Open Water Divers or higher, who are at least 12 years old, can enroll in the Night Diver specialty course. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

Scuba diving at night teaches you to focus on what you can see in your light’s beam, on controlling your buoyancy by 

feel, on staying with your buddy and on paying attention to details you may overlook during the day. During three night 

dives, you’ll practice: 

 

    Light handling and communication techniques. 

    Entering, exiting and navigating in the dark. 

    Identifying how plants and animals differ or change behavior at night. 

 

You may be able to get college credit for the Night Diver course – ask your instructor. 

Also, the first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced Open 

Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Visit your local PADI Dive Center and Resort to enroll in the course and get a PADI Night Diver Crew-Pak that includes 

yourmanual and video. By studying before class, you’ll be better prepared for the thrill of exploring the underwater 

world at night. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

Along with your basic scuba equipment, you’ll need a primary dive light and want to have a backup light, too. Your 

PADI Instructor or local dive center staff may suggest other equipment options, such as wearing more exposure 

protection to stay comfortable after dark. 

 

Peak Performance Buoyancy Diver: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Excellent buoyancy control is what defines skilled scuba divers. You’ve seen them underwater. They glide effortlessly, 

use less air and ascend, descend or hover almost as if by thought. They more easily observe aquatic life without 

disturbing their surroundings. You can achieve this, too. The PADI Peak Performance Buoyancy Specialty course 

improves the buoyancy skills you learned as a new diver and elevates them to the next level. 

 

PADI (Junior) Open Water Divers or higher, who are at least 10 years old, are eligible to take the Peak Performance 

Buoyancy course. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

During two scuba dives, you’ll learn how to: 
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    Determine the exact weight you need, so you’re not too light or too heavy. 

    Trim your weight system and scuba gear so you’re perfectly balanced in the water. 

    Streamline to save energy, use air more efficiently and move more smoothly through the water. 

    Hover effortlessly in any position – vertical or horizontal. 

 

Get credit! The first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced 

Open Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

New to rebreathers? This course has many helpful tips to achieving good buoyancy control when rebreather diving. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Visit your local PADI dive shop to enroll in the course and get your PADI Peak Performance Buoyancy Manual and 

Peak Performance Buoyancy video. By reading the manual and watching the video before class, you’ll be ready to get 

in the water and start practicing your buoyancy skills when you meet with your PADI Instructor. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

It’s best to use your own scuba equipment, including a weight system, so that you fine-tune your buoyancy in gear you’ll 

use on every dive. Your PADI Instructor or local dive center staff can help you find the equipment that is best for you 

and your diving adventures. 

 

Project AWARE® Specialist Diver: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Project AWARE’s philosophy is to mobilize a global force of scuba divers and water enthusiasts who care about 

protecting the world’s water resources and choose to make a difference – one dive at a time. By earning the Project 

AWARE Specialist certification, you’ll be aware of the most pressing problems facing vulnerable aquatic environments 

and know what everyday actions you can take to help protect them. 

 

Anyone who has an interest in the aquatic world should take this course. There are no prerequisites, age restrictions or 

water sessions required for this non-diving specialty. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

Through classroom discussions, you learn: 

 

    How Project AWARE unites scuba divers and water enthusiasts to make a difference. 

    About environmental issues in the ocean commons and coastal zones. 

    About fisheries challenges and sustainability problems. 

    What’s happening to coral reefs and reef inhabitants. 

    Your role in protecting aquatic environments. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

You’ll use the digital manual – AWARE - Our World, Our Water – downloadable for free on projectaware.org, and can 

start reading now in preparation for meeting with your instructor. 
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Search and Recovery Diver: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

It happens: People accidentally drop things from docks, off boats or even while scuba diving. If you’ve ever lost 

something in the water and wanted to go find it, then the PADI Search and Recovery Diver Specialty course is for you. 

There are effective ways to search for objects underwater that increase your chances of success. And there are good and 

better methods to bring up small, large or just awkward items. Search and recovery can be challenging, but a whole lot 

of fun.  

 

PADI (Junior) Advanced Open Water Divers who are at least 12 years old can enroll in the Search and Recover Diver 

course. PADI (Junior) Open Water Divers with a PADI Underwater Navigator certification also qualify. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

Gathering information and resources, then carefully planning a search are the first important steps you learn. During 

four scuba dives you’ll practice: 

 

    Swimming search patterns using your compass and natural navigation. 

    Locating large and small objects using various search patterns. 

    Using a lift bag for large or heavy objects, plus other recovery methods. 

    Planning a search operation based on facts gathered about a lost object prior to the dive. 

 

You may be able to get college credit for the Search and Recovery course – ask your instructor. 

 

Also, the first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced Open 

Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Visit your local PADI Dive Center or Resort to enroll in the course and get a PADI Search and Recovery Crew-Pak that 

includes your manual and video. By studying before class, you’ll be better prepared to start practicing your search and 

recovery skills when you meet with your instructor. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

Besides your basic scuba equipment, you’ll need a compass and underwater slate. Your PADI Instructor or local dive 

center staff may suggest other gear that may help with your searches, such as a dive light, marker buoys, lines and reels. 

 
Underwater Naturalist Diver: 

 
Who should take this course? 

 

Take the PADI Underwater Naturalist Specialty course and you’ll see new things, even on the most familiar scuba 

diving sites. Why? Because when know more about symbioses, underwater ecology, and aquatic plant and animal 

habitats, you notice behaviors and see creatures you may have previously missed. Learn more about the local ecosystem 

and take a closer look on your next scuba diving adventure.  
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PADI (Junior) Open Water Divers who are at least 10 years old are eligible to take the Underwater Naturalist Specialty 

course. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

Through class discussions and on two scuba dives, you’ll learn: 

 

    Key differences between the terrestrial and aquatic worlds. 

    Major aquatic life groupings, interactions and information that dispels myths. 

    Responsible interactions with aquatic life. 

 

The first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced Open Water 

Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Pick up your PADI Underwater Naturalist Manual at your local PADI dive shop as you enroll in the course. After 

reading the manual and filling out the Knowledge Review, you’re ready to meet with your PADI Instructor and plan 

your underwater naturalist dives. 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

Besides your basic scuba equipment, you’ll need a slate and pencil to record your observations. Ask your PADI 

Instructor or PADI Dive Center or Resort staff about additional equipment you may want, such as a dive light to better 

see into cracks and crevices. 

 

Underwater Navigator Diver: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Be the scuba diver everyone wants to follow because you know where you are and where you’re going. The PADI 

Underwater Navigator course fine-tunes your observation skills and teaches you to more accurately use your compass 

underwater. If you like challenges with big rewards, take this course and have fun finding your way. 

 

If you’re a PADI (Junior) Open Water Diver who is at least 10 years old, you can enroll in the PADI Underwater 

Navigator Specialty course. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

You’ll learn the tools of the trade, including navigation using natural clues and by following compass headings. During 

three scuba dives, you’ll practice: 

 

    Methods to estimate distance underwater. 

    Compass navigation while making at least five turns. 

    Marking or relocating a submerged object or position from the surface. 

    Underwater map making. 

 

You may be able to get college credit for the Underwater Navigator course – ask your instructor. 
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Also, the first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced Open 

Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Visit your local PADI Dive Center or Resort to enroll in the course and get a PADI Underwater Navigator Crew-Pak 

that includes your manual and video. By studying before class, you’ll be better prepared to start practicing your 

navigational skills when you meet with your PADI Instructor. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

Besides your basic scuba equipment, you’ll need a compass and underwater slate. Your PADI Instructor or local dive 

center staff may suggest other gear to help you stay oriented, such as marker buoys or lines and reels 

 

Underwater Videographer Diver: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Video is the best way to share the sights, sounds, motion and dynamics of the underwater world. If you want to get the 

best clips and also learn to edit your scuba diving stories to share with friends through ScubaEarth® and other social 

media, then the PADI Underwater Videographer Specialty course is for you. Learn to create underwater videos that are 

interesting, entertaining and worth watching again and again.  

 

If you’re a PADI (Junior) Open Water Diver who is at least 10 years old, you can enroll in the PADI Underwater 

Videographer Specialty course. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

Your PADI Instructor will explain how to select, maintain and care for your underwater video equipment, whether it’s 

a housed unit with external lights, or your underwater camera that also shoots video. You'll cover fundamentals such as 

exposure, focus, story line and sequencing. Post dive, you’ll learn about the editing process and how to produce a video 

that truly captures your scuba adventures. 

 

Get credit! The first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced 

Open Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Digital Underwater Photographer Online – PADI’s eLearning option – cover the basics of underwater imaging, with the 

third section dedicated to video. Although the first two sections focus on still photography, this web-based educational 

program guides you through the principles of great underwater imaging, which includes video. By studying 

independently online, you’re ready to complete both specialty courses – Underwater Videographer and Digital 

Underwater Photographer. 

 

Visit your local PADI Dive Center or Resort to discuss your training options. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 
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Of course you’ll use an underwater video camera and need your basic scuba equipment. To edit your video, you’ll need 

access to video editing equipment, which usually includes a computer with editing software. Ask your PADI Instructor 

or local dive center staff about what additional equipment you may need for getting high-quality underwater video while 

diving locally. 

 

Wreck Diver: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Whether purpose-sunk as an artificial reef for scuba divers, or lost as the result of an accident, wrecks are fascinating 

windows to the past. Ships, airplanes and even cars are fascinating to explore and usually teem with aquatic life. Each 

wreck dive offers a chance for discovery, potentially unlocking a mystery or spying something others have missed. The 

PADI Wreck Diver Specialty course is popular because it offers rewarding adventures while observing responsible 

wreck diving practices. 

 

If you’re at least 15 years old and have earned a PADI Adventure Diver certification or higher, you can enroll in the 

Wreck Diver Specialty course. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

There are many different types of wrecks, some of which are protected by laws that guard their historical and cultural 

significance. Your training starts by reviewing guidelines for researching and respecting wrecks. During four dives 

you’ll learn: 

 

    Safety considerations for navigating and exploring wrecks. 

    Surveying and mapping a wreck. 

    Using penetration lines and reels to guide exploration. 

    Techniques to avoid kicking up silt or disturbing the wreck and its inhabitants. 

 

You may be able to get college credit for the Wreck Diver course – ask your instructor. 

 

Also, the first dive of this PADI Specialty Diver course may credit as an Adventure Dive toward your Advanced Open 

Water Diver certification – ask your instructor about earning credit. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Get a PADI Wreck Diver Manual and Wreck Diving video at your local PADI Dive Center and Resort when you enroll 

in the course. Read the manual and watch the video before meeting with your PADI Instructor to discuss the wrecks 

you’ll visit during your open water scuba dives. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

You’ll need your basic scuba equipment, plus a dive light to see into the wreck, a slate and underwater compass for 

mapping and navigation, and a line and reel for practicing wreck penetration. Your PADI Instructor or local dive center 

staff may suggest other gear appropriate for wreck diving in your area. 
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PADI Professional Courses: 
 
 

PADI Divemaster (DM): 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Love scuba diving? Want to share it with others on a whole new level? Take the PADI Divemaster course and do what 

you love to do as a career. Scuba divers look up to divemasters because they are leaders who mentor and motivate others. 

As a divemaster, you not only get to dive a lot, but also experience the joy of seeing others have as much fun diving as 

you do. 

 

The PADI Divemaster course is your first level of professional training. Working closely with a PADI Instructor, you’ll 

fine-tune your dive skills, like perfecting the effortless hover, and refine your rescue skills so you anticipate and easily 

solve common problems. You’ll gain dive knowledge, management and supervision abilities so you become a role 

model to divers everywhere.  

 

As a PADI Divemaster, you’ll lead others as you supervise scuba diving activities and assist with diver training. Whether 

you want to work at a faraway dive destination or close to home at a local dive shop, the adventure of a lifetime awaits 

you. PADI Divemasters are respected dive professionals who are aligned with the largest and most respected dive 

organization in the world – PADI. 

 

PADI Rescue Divers who are at least 18 years old may enroll in the PADI Divemaster course. You also need to have: 

 

    Emergency First Response Primary and Secondary Care (CPR and First Aid) training within the past 24 months. 

    A medical statement signed by a physician within the last 12 months. 

    At least 40 logged dives to begin the course and 60 dives to earn certification. 

 

Note that qualifying certifications from other diver training organization may apply – ask your PADI Instructor. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

The PADI Divemaster course teaches you to be a leader and take charge of dive activities. Through knowledge 

development sessions, waterskills exercises and workshops, and hands-on practical assessment, you develop the skills 

to organize and direct a variety of scuba diving activities. Topics and practical workshops include: 

 

    The role and characteristics of the PADI Divemaster 

    Supervising dive activities and assisting with student divers 

    Diver safety and risk management 

    Divemaster conducted programs and specialized skills 

    Business of diving and your career 

    Awareness of the dive environment 

    Dive setup and management 

    Mapping an open water site 

    Conducting dive briefings 

    Organizing a search and recovery project and a deep dive 

    Conducting a scuba review and skin diver course 

    Assisting with Discover Scuba Diving and leading Discover Local Diving programs 
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Your instructor may also offer the PADI Deep Diverand Search and Recovery Diver specialty diver courses along with 

your divemaster training to help you meet all requirements and to broaden your abilities. 

 

You may be able to get college creditfor the Divemaster course – ask your instructor. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Sign up for Divemaster Online – PADI’s eLearning option – to start now. You can work through eight knowledge 

development sections using a web-based system that lets you learn at your own pace. You also have access to an online 

version of the Divemaster Manual for reference during and after the course. 

 

Another option is to study by reading the Divemaster Manual and watching the Divemaster Video (a book and DVD 

package). Visit your local PADI Dive Center or Resort to enroll in the course and get your Divemaster Crew-Pak, which 

also includes other reference materials – like the PADI Instructor Manual and The Encyclopedia of Recreational Diving 

– that you’ll need during the course. 

 

Consider taking Dive Theory Online, another PADI eLearning® program, that takes you step-by-step through dive 

physics, physiology, skills, equipment and environment, plus a Recreational Dive Planner (RDP) review. By 

successfully completing Dive Theory Online, you can get credit for half of the Divemaster Final Exam. Your PADI 

Instructor can explain how this works when you meet to schedule knowledge review sessions along with your waterskills 

exercises, workshops and practical assessments. 

 

What scuba gear will you use? 

 

As a dive professional, you’ll want to have all your basic scuba equipment, including a dive computer, a dive knife, and 

at least two surface signaling devices. During practical skills exercises, like underwater mapping and search and 

recovery, you’ll use a compass, floats, marker buoys, lift bags and slates. Your PADI Instructor may suggest additional 

gear that will be useful throughout your diving career. 

 

Check with your local dive centerto get advice about everything you’ll need as a dive pro. 

 

PADI Instructor Development Course (IDC): 
 

Who should take this course? 

 

If you like people, have a passion for scuba diving and want an extraordinary life – become a PADI Instructor. Teaching 

scuba diving allows you to share your love of the aquatic world with others while doing what you enjoy – being in, 

around and under water. PADI Open Water Scuba Instructors and PADI Assistant Instructors are the most sought-after 

dive professionals around the world because they’ve completed the program that sets the standard for training dive 

professionals. You earn a PADI Instructor rating through hard work and commitment, but you’re rewarded with a job 

that lets you share incredible underwater adventures with others – transforming their lives for the better and enriching 

yours. 

 

Are you ready to join the ranks of the dedicated professionals who teach the world’s most progressive and popular scuba 

diver education programs? Then Go PROSM with an Instructor Development Course. 

 

The Instructor Development Course (IDC) is made up of two parts – the Assistant Instructor (AI) course and the Open 

Water Scuba Instructor (OWSI) program. Most dive professionals complete the entire IDC and go on to attend an 

Instructor Examination (IE), which is the final step to earn a PADI Instructor certification. 
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Successfully completing just the AI course results in a PADI Assistant Instructor qualification. When an AI is ready to 

progress, attending an OWSI program allows entry into an IE to earn a full PADI Instructor rating. 

 

Dive professionals who hold an instructor rating with another diver training organization may be eligible to enroll 

directly in the OWSI program. This recognizes prior instructor training and provides a path to become a PADI Instructor. 

 

A PADI Divemaster who has been a certified diver for six months may enroll in the PADI Instructor Development 

Course. You also need: 

 

    At least 60 logged dives and 100 dives to attend an IE. 

    Emergency First Response Primary and Secondary Care (CPR and First Aid) training within the past 24 months. 

    A medical statement signed by a physician within the last 12 months 

 

You also need to be an Emergency First Response Instructor, but you can earn this rating during your instructor training. 

  

What will you learn? 

 

Over a minimum of five days, but usually more like seven, the IDC teaches you to conduct all PADI core courses. You’ll 

be able to organize and present information, conduct skill development sessions and control open water dives. Basically, 

you become a better public speaker and get really good at demonstrating skills while watching out for student diver 

safety. Key topics include: 

 

    PADI Standards and Procedures for courses you can teach with in water workshops 

    Learning, Instruction and the PADI System 

    Risk Management and Diver Safety 

    The Business of Diving and your role as an instructor 

    Marketing Diving and Sales Counseling 

 

You may be able to get college credit or the Assistant Instructor course and Instructor Development Course. 

 

How can you start learning now? 

 

Register for IDC Online – PADI’s eLearning option that lets you study independently at your own pace before class. 

There are nine interactive knowledge development sections. Prestudy online saves classroom time, which allows more 

time for practicing the skills that distinguish you as a PADI Instructor. 

 

Also, sign up for Dive Theory Online, if you haven’t already completed it or it’s been more than a year since you went 

through it. The program is a straightforward review of dive physics, physiology, skills, equipment and environment, 

plus using the Recreational Dive Planner (RDP). By successfully completing Dive Theory Online, you can get credit 

for the dive theory exam requirement during your IDC. 

 

Visit a PADI Five Star Instructor Development Center or Resort to ask about an IDC. 

 

Also, view the Instructor Development Calendar. 

 

What’s an IE? 
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An Instructor Examination (IE) is a two-day evaluative program that tests an instructor candidate’s teaching ability, dive 

theory knowledge, skill level, understanding of the PADI System, and attitude and professionalism. PADI IEs are 

standardized and conducted by specially trained PADI Instructor Examiners. The IE location, testing environment and 

examination sessions are organized to be as objective as possible to fairly and consistently evaluate a candidate’s 

abilities. Only those who meet the IE performance requirements earn the respected PADI Instructor certification. There 

is a fee for attending an IE. 

 

PADI Specialty Instructor Courses: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

More scuba diving and more fun sharing what interests you – that’s what teaching specialty diver courses is all about. 

The best way to learn how to make your specialty diver courses really special is to take a specialty instructor course 

from your local PADI Course Director. Specialty instructor courses provide teaching tips and hands-on experience that 

you can implement right away. With 25 standard PADI Specialty Diver courses, and numerous distinctive specialties, 

you have lots of choose from – so get going. 

 

All PADI Instructors will benefit from taking specialty instructor training courses, especially those who are ready to 

step up to the Master Scuba Diver™ Trainer (MSDT) rating, which requires at least five PADI Specialty Instructor 

certifications. 

 

PADI Assistant Instructors, instructor candidates in training, and PADI Divemasters are eligible to enroll in certain 

specialty instructor courses. Some specialties have additional prerequisites and exit requirements – ask your PADI 

Course Director for details. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

You’ll learn new techniques to add to the experience you already have in a specialty area and have fun fine-tuning your 

skills and teaching methods. Plus, you’ll get great ideas for marketing your specialty diver courses. 

 

PADI Master Scuba Diver Trainer: 
 
How do you earn this rating? 

 

The PADI Master Scuba Diver Trainer rating sets you apart as a dive instructor who takes continuing education seriously 

and is committed to teaching a variety of courses. (Potential employers like this.) Being an MSDT signifies that you’ve 

got the experience and certifications to offer all the training a diver needs to become a Master Scuba Diver – the ultimate 

recreational diver rating. 

 

All PADI Instructors who have certified at least 25 PADI Divers and have earned at least five PADI Specialty Instructor 

certifications can be Master Scuba Diver Trainers. This rating is the next step up the professional ladder and is a 

prerequisite for IDC Staff Instructor as well as for many TecRec Instructor ratings. 

 

Not there yet? Ask your PADI Course Directorabout a Master Scuba Diver Trainer prep course. 
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PADI Master Scuba Instructor: 
 
PADI Master Instructors are recognized as elite scuba diving educators who, through dedication and hard work, have 

proven to be dive industry leaders. You earn the Master Instructor rating by exemplifying what it means to be a scuba 

diving professional through your teaching efforts and professional conduct. 

 

How do you earn this rating? 

 

PADI IDC Staff Instructor who have been PADI Instructors for at least two years are on the way to earning the Master 

Instructor rating. Other requirements include: 

 

    Issued 150 PADI certifications at various levels. 

    Participated in three PADI Seminars. 

    Issued 10 Emergency First Response course completion cards. 

    Used the complete PADI System of diver education, including all appropriate PADI training materials, when 

conducting PADI programs. 

    Demonstrated support of the PADI organization and have no verified Quality Management violations within the past 

six months. 

 

Emergency First Response Courses - PADI EFR: 
 
Who should take this course? 

 

Emergency First Response training focuses on building confidence in lay rescuers and increasing their willingness to 

respond when faced with a medical emergency. Course participants learn simple to follow steps for emergency care and 

practice applying skills in a nonstressful learning environment. All courses are supported by self-study manuals, videos 

and quick reference cards to enhance learning and allow you start learning right away. 

 

EFR courses meet the CPR and first aid training requirements for the PADI Rescue Diver course and all professional-

level ratings. Most PADI Instructors are also Emergency First Response Instructors. 

 

The following EFR courses are based on internationally recognized medical guidelines for emergency care. 

 

What will you learn? 

 

    Primary Care (CPR) – This course teaches you the steps and techniques for handling life-threatening emergencies. 

You’ll practice eight skills for aiding patients who aren’t breathing, have no heartbeat, may have a spinal injury, may 

be in shock or who may have serious bleeding. You’ll learn to how to perform CPR and continue to monitor the patient, 

so that you provide every possible chance of survival while waiting for emergency medical services to arrive. 

    Secondary Care (First Aid) – Because many medical conditions are not life-threatening and emergency medical 

services are sometimes delayed or unavailable, this course teaches you how to provide first aid that eases pain and 

reduces the risk of further harm. You’ll learn to assess a variety of injuries and illnesses and practice bandaging and 

splinting. 

 

    Care for Children – This course allows participants to learn, practice and apply emergency care skills specific to 

helping infants and children with medical emergencies. It’s designed for those who work with children or are likely to 

have to respond to emergencies involving youngsters. This course is often integrated with Primary Care (CPR) and 

Secondary Care (First Aid) courses. 
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    CPR & AED – This course focuses on CPR training and teaching participants how to use an AED (automated external 

defibrillator). When workplace or governmental requirements specify this training, the CPR & AED course meets the 

need. This course is often integrated into First Aid at Work programs. 

 

    First Aid at Work – In some areas, such as Great Britain, Australia and Canada, governmental regulations call for 

enhanced CPR and first aid training for the workplace. First Aid at Work programs designed for these areas include 

additional topics and skills to meet requirements while following the easy to learn EFR approach to training. 

 

    EFR Refresher – It’s a good idea to refresh your CPR and first aid skills every 24 months, and that’s what the EFR 

Refresher course is designed to do. Focusing on key skills, the course allows you to stay up-to-date and ready to lend 

aid when needed. 

 

GoPro Training Courses: 
 
Looking to get a GoPro, or you have one and would like some insight into best practices for the World's Most Versatile 

Camera? Join our GoPro experts for this class and Get to Know Your GoPro. We will focus on navigating the camera's 

user interface, understanding the video resolution options, additional video and image capture settings, accessories and 

mounts to help you use the camera to capture life's most exciting moments. A fully charged GoPro is strongly 

recommended for this class. 

 

Skills you'll learn: 

 

    After this class participants should be able to: Navigate the user interface to maximize your GoPro 

    Understand video resolution options available on your GoPro camera 

    Understand the additional capture setting options available on your GoPro camera 

    Understand the different uses of GoPro premium accessories 

    Recognize key mounting components & use them to capture your life's most exciting moments 

 
KDI Rescue Swimmer Class: 
 

Rescue Swimming skills and methodology are physically demanding.  Candidates must have average or higher basic 

swimming skills. Candidates must be in good physical condition and  comfortable in the water.   With the addition of 

quality swim gear and flotation devices an average swimmer will increase their waterman-ship abilities to the level 

needed to perform rescue swimmer skills for safe water rescue operations.  Professional water rescue skills lower the 

risk for the swimmer while enhancing the likelihood of a safe and successful rescue of the victim. 

 
Candidates will need their own personal swim gear comprised of a quality Face Mask, Open Heel Swim Fins, Snorkel 

and Dive boots.  If you already have gear please call our office and speak to our training director about the gear you 

have.  All gear must of heavy construction, Mask must be single  lens (no tri-view or side lens allowed) frame-less style. 

Mask skirt must be black silicone construction with no purge valve.  Snorkels must be heavy duty black silicone with 

no purge or self draining valves, snorkel keeper must be flexible. Fins must be heavy three compound rubber or heavy 

pvc construction with a solid blade. NO Split or Long bladed recreational style fins may be used.  Short swift water fins 

are not adequate because of the short blades.  You will need a 3 mm shorty or a 3 mm one piece suit.  Remember this is 

life saving equipment substandard gear may not be used during the course   Our main business is education, but we 

carry a full line swift water and rescue swimmer gear with special pricing for you and your department. 
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Law Enforcement Specialty Training: 
 

Underwater Cartographer 

Search & Recovery (Evidence) 

Rescue Diver 

Rescue Swimmer 
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